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BY TIM O’CONNOR

For a delivery company such as 
Peapod that makes tens of thousands of 
deliveries per week, even a few wasted 
seconds can have a snowballing det-
riment on efficiency. One of the most 
effective ways to reduce lost time is to 
streamline the actual delivery process, 
but before 2016 Peapod was still work-
ing on older technology. 
 Drivers communicated with dispatch 
centers via flip phone running Road-
net’s MobileCast application, used a 
GPS device for turn-by-turn navigation 
and kept track of delivery fulfillment 

using pen and paper. The company 
required a solution that automated all 
of those functions and it needed a pro-
vider that could source the technology 
and manage implementation.
 It found that partner in Integrated 
Communications, a mobility solutions 
provider based in Raleigh, N.C.  Inte-
grated Communications recognized 
immediately that it could use an iPhone 
paired with a Honeywell Captuvo SL42 
to consolidate communications, naviga-
tion and scanning into one device that 
would give Peapod better visibility into 
its delivery process. “Peapod outlined 

their needs and we produced a single 
solution that checked every box,” found-
er and President Chris Saunders says. 
“It’s like an easy button experience. We 
provided the right technology for their 
end game.”
 Using iPhones allowed delivery 
drivers to scan packages on delivery 
then jump back into their trucks and 
immediately receive the routes to their 
next destinations. The efficiency of the 
solution saves 45 seconds to a minute on 
every stop, which generated enormous 
cost savings. Deployment began in Au-
gust and by October Integrated Commu-
nications had deployed nearly 800 units 
to more than 30 Peapod locations across 
the country.
 “The success of this project show-
cases our ability to produce the right 
combination of solution and process 
to deliver an efficient and successful 
rollout.” Saunders says.

Embracing Consumer Devices
Saunders was working in corporate 
mobile sales in 2004 when he decided 
to leverage his experience to launch his 
own business mobility company. “I’ve 
been in mobility sales since my early 
20s,” he says. “From the beginning, I 
knew it was going to be my passion and 
career path.”
 Integrated Communications started as 
a cell phone provider for businesses, but 
over time Saunders identified opportu-
nities to leverage smartphones to deliver 
complete logistics and tracking solutions. 
“We recognized a need for consumer 
devices to play an enterprise role in the 
transportation business,” he says. 
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// Integrated Communications utilizes 
consumer devices such as iPhones to create 
navigation and visibility solutions for fleets.

“We recognized a need for consumer devices to play an enterprise role in the 
transportation business.” –Chris Saunders, founder and president

Mobility Minded
INTEGRATED COMMUNICATIONS’ CONSOLIDATION 
OF PEAPOD’S DELIVERY TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASES 
THE VISIBILITY IT CAN BRING TO CLIENTS.
>INTEGRATED COMMUNICATIONS
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 Integrated Communications formed a 
partnership with Roadnet Technologies, 
a subsidiary of Omnitracs that develops 
cost-efficient routing and real-time 
transportation analysis tools. This 
helped Integrated Communications 
evolve from a communications provider 
to a true mobile integrator that brings 
together proof-of-delivery software, 
mobile device management, barcode 
scanning, vehicle mounts and device 
staging and kitting.
 In addition to PeaPod, Integrated 
Communications has provided solutions 
to numerous other companies such as 
Suddath Relocation Systems and food 
distributor Troverco, formerly known 
as Landshire. For Suddath, Integrated 
Communications developed an inven-
tory management solution that allowed 
moving crews to scan items to confirm 
delivery. Quick implementation was a 
key selling point. Integrated Commu-
nications deployed 560 devices to 26 
Suddath offices in less than three weeks.
 Short lead times are possible because 
of one difference between Integrated 
Communications and other mobile inte-
grators: the kinds of devices they utilize. 
Integrated Communications sources 
traditional enterprise-grade technol-

ogy such as Honeywell and Panasonic 
rugged handhelds for some applications, 
but it educates its clients on the benefits 
of using consumer devices such as iP-
hones paired with Honeywell Captuvo’s 
or the Samsung Galaxy Tab-E, which are 
far quicker to source. 
 “The emergence of consumer devices 
in the enterprise is becoming main-
stream for three reasons,” Saunders 
says. “They’re more powerful, less ex-
pensive and have a better adoption rate 
with younger drivers that are transition-
ing into the workforce.” 
 An iPhone equipped with a Honeywell 
barcode scanner costs about $700 while 
an equivalent enterprise-grade device 
can cost $1,500. Despite the pricing 
difference, many companies have been 
reluctant to switch to consumer technol-
ogy because it has a lower drop rating and 
is far more likely to experience a cracked 
screen than enterprise-grade devices. 
 To overcome the delicacy of the 
devices, Integrated Communications 
partners with Sprint and leverages its 
Mobility-as-a-Service program, which 
provides consumer devices at no cost 
with a warranty that covers cracked 
screens. If an iPhone breaks, it can be 
swapped out at no additional cost.

Establishing Relationships
Integrated Communications can offer 
complete mobility solutions because of 
the supplier partnerships it has fostered 
during the past 13 years. In addition 
to Sprint’s Mobility-as-Service pro-
gram, the company sources Honeywell 
Captuvo barcode scanners for iPhones. 
Captuvo allows drivers to scan packages 
as they are delivered to eliminate the 
delays of paper tracking systems. “The 
marriage of an iPhone and Captuvo 
provides instant visibility at point of 
delivery,” Saunders says.
 ProClip USA provided the in-vehicle 
mounts that hold and charge the devic-
es. When developing Peapod’s solution, 
Integrated Communications wanted 
to streamline the usage of its smart-
phones, which are used for everything 
from turn-by-turn navigation to delivery 
scanning. Continuously plugging and 
unplugging the phone into a power 
source would add precious seconds to 
every delivery and adds up to significant 
time lost.
 ProClip developed a custom dock that 
provides integrated charging, enabling 
the driver to simply dock and go. This 
added tremendous value for PeaPod. 
“ProClip, in my opinion, is the best in 
the mounting business,” Saunders says.  
 Integrated Communications’ close 
collaboration with its partners has 
created new opportunities for the com-
pany. Omnitracs, the parent company 
of Roadnet, selected Integrated Com-
munications as an Authorized Mobility 
Partner for its XRS ELD (electronic 
logging device) solution. Integrated 
Communications is now one of the go-to 
providers of tablet and smartphone 
ELD technology to transportation fleets 
across the country.
 “We are in the business of saving our 
clients time and money,” Saunders says. 
“What we did with the Peapod project is 
an example of what we do best.” 
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// Chris Saunders says Integrated Communications’ 
work for Peapod is drawing attention from others in 
need of mobility solutions.



BY KAT ZEMAN

When it comes to online food and 
beverage sales, very few companies can 
bring it to the table like Peapod. An early 
innovator of smart shopping technology, 
Peapod has managed to stay at the top 
of its game by driving new investments, 
products and services.
 “Being a pioneer in this space came 
with a lot of lessons learned, but we con-
tinuously innovate,” says Ken Fanaro, 
Peapod’s senior director of transpor-

tation planning and development. “All 
those experiences have helped to refine 
quality of our home delivery product.” 
 As the world’s first e-commerce 
grocery delivery business, the Skokie, 
Ill.-based retailer has invested millions 
in new technology in the past year. That 
includes roughly $1.5 million in alter-
native fuels technology. Dozens of its 
trucks now run on liquid propane (com-
pressed natural gas) and the company is 
testing hybrid trucks as well.  

 “We’re committed to sustainability,” 
Fanaro says. “Our alternative fuel fleet is 
producing strong results and we plan on 
investing more into hybrid technology.” 
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// In addition to its alternative fuel fleet, Pea-
pod is investing in hybrid technology as part of 
its commitment to sustainability.

“The new generation has become accustomed to shopping for everything 
online.”  –Ken Fanaro, senior director of transportation planning and development

Trucking Forward
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY AND NEW PRODUCTS 
HAVE HELPED PEAPOD STAY ON TOP IN THE 
E-COMMERCE MARKET.  
>PEAPOD INC.
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 In addition, Peapod started installing 
safety cameras in its trucks to encour-
age safe and efficient driving habits 
within its fleet. It hopes to have all of its 
trucks equipped with cameras by the 
end of 2017. 
 Aside from fuel efficiency, Peapod 
has invested about $1 million into 
mobile field technology, partnering 
with Omnitracs LLC fleet management 
software and systems in Dallas, Texas, 
and Raleigh, N.C.-based Integrated 
Communications. Delivery tracking, 
driver navigation and product scanning 
verification were the key components to 
this mobile technology deployment. 
 “The driver helps collect critical last 
mile execution data,” Fanaro says. “This 
information is reused during the plan-

ning phase to optimize route efficiency 
and ensure we continue to execute with 
on-time rates over 95 percent.” 

Filtered Shopping 
Responding to growing consumer de-
mand for nutritional knowledge, Peapod 
added new filtering capabilities to its 
website and mobile app this year. They 
include four new nutrition filters: non-
GMO, sugar free, vegan and vegetarian. 
It aims to enable shoppers to curate 
their own personalized digital aisle 
specific to eating habits. 
 Traditional in-store grocery shopping 
can be overwhelming for health-con-
scious eaters. It takes time to find 
products and read nutrition labels. 
Using Peapod’s smart filters, shoppers 

can customize their searches with 16 
features specific to nutrition preferenc-
es. For example, they can rank products 
according to their sugar, sodium and fat 
content, as well as price. 
 To stay further ahead of the curve, 
Peapod is expanding its meal kits. It first 
launched the meal kits in collaboration 
with Barilla Pasta in 2014. Today, close 
to 20 meal kits are offered and their 
sales have increased by 250 percent in 
the past year. 
 “We are coming up with more recipes 
and continue to grow this,” Fanaro says. 
“We are merging it into our supply chain.” 
 All Peapod meal kits include easy 
recipes to cook at home and feature 
pre-measured, pre-cut and pre-washed 
ingredients. Many cost less than $5 
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per serving. The size of the meals are 
intended for families with the average 
meal being between four to six servings. 
 Peapod refreshes the kit selection 
throughout the year to reflect seasonal 
eating habits and incorporates fresh 
produce. Currently, the meals are of-
fered only in the Midwest but customer 
demand may soon change that. 

Reaching A Milestone
For Peapod, business is booming. “The 
new generation has really become 
accustomed to shopping for everything 
online,” Fanaro says. The country’s 
leading internet grocer serves 24 mar-
kets throughout Connecticut, Illinois, 
Indiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, 
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, 
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Virginia, 
Washington, D.C., and Wisconsin. 
 Founded 28 years ago as a smart 
shopping option for busy households, 
Peapod has reached a milestone this 
year: It delivered its 40th million order. 
“Our experience and knowledge with 
those 40 million orders came with a lot 
of bumps in the road,” Fanaro says. “But 
we’ve learned from that. We know what 
works and what doesn’t work.”
 Roughly 90 percent of Peapod’s 
business comes from home delivery and 
about 10 percent is pickup. On a typical 
day, a driver will make 20 deliveries on 
the route. Pickup locations, introduced in 
2014, are available primarily on the East 
Coast. Customers save about 50 per-
cent off their total bill by picking up the 
groceries themselves. Peapod has more 
than 200 pickup locations throughout 
its market area, most of them attached 
to Ahold USA-owned brick and mortar 
stores like Stop & Shop. 

How It Works 
For those not familiar with Peapod, its 
customers can order at Peapod.com or 
on a free mobile app at any time of day 

or night. They browse online “aisles” 
and fill their carts with anything from 
produce and meats to pantry staples and 
local specialties. When done shopping, 
the consumer chooses a time for deliv-
ery that can be anywhere from the next 
day to two weeks out. 
 “Our business model is set up around 
next-day delivery,” Fanaro says. “Same 
day delivery is intriguing but also logis-
tically challenging, carrying a high cost.”
 Peapod also offers special features on 
its mobile app and desktop platform that 
are designed to help the customer shop 
faster, save money and select products 
based on their personal taste.
 Aside from the “sort and filter fea-
tures” that allow consumers to shop 
based on dietary needs and price, an 
“express shop” feature locates and se-
lects ingredients for a specific recipe or 
meal plan. Its “order genius” tracks what 
customers purchased in the past and 
auto-fills carts with the most frequently 
bought items. This filter feature is an 
option for consumers who want only 
certain products, like dairy-free items or 
peanut-free snacks. 
 When it comes to staying competitive, 
Peapod works to offer a variety of sales 
and specials. Including all of its food and 
drink categories, Peapod offers thou-
sands of weekly specials and doubles 
manufacturer coupons up to 99 cents. 
Customers can also shop by price by 

using the company’s tools to sort from 
lowest to highest prices.
 Peapod offers 60 days of free delivery 
to new customers plus $20 off on their 
next order and all customers receive dis-
counts on delivery if they order during 
a weekday. In addition, customers can 
purchase a “PodPass,” a one-time low 
annual fee that guarantees them unlim-
ited deliveries.

Merging Business 
Staying on top takes work. But Peapod 
keeps trucking forward. Over the past 
three decades, the company has made 
much progress. 
 Founded in 1989 by brothers An-
drew and Thomas Parkinson, Peapod 
launched as the world’s first e-com-
merce business out of Evanston, Ill. In 
the 1990s, it expanded into Massachu-
setts and New York and delivered its 
first millionth order. 
 Peapod was associated with Jewel 
until 1999 when it opened a facility 
in Niles, Ill. In 2000, Peapod became 
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Royal 
Ahold, an international food provider 
based in The Netherlands, and pursued 
exclusive relationships with Ahold USA 
grocers, Stop & Shop and Giant Foods. 
 In 2012, Peapod opened its first 
grocery pickup location. In 2016, just as 
Peapod delivered its 40 millionth order, 
Royal Ahold merged with Belgian-based 
retailer Delhaize, creating Ahold Del-
haize, one of the world’s biggest food 
retail groups.  
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“Our business model is 
set up around next-day 
delivery. Same-day deliv-
ery is intriguing but also 
logistically challenging, 
carrying a high cost.”

Optical Phusion, Inc.   Comprehensive solutions set Optical 
Phusion, Inc. apart. At OPI, we define Our Solutions as the 
perfect combination of hardware and software products 
along with services and support, creating a complete 
package that improves our client’s business. The synergy of 
OPI’s Flexible Software Products, services and support with 
Best-in-Breed Hardware Products from our industry-lead-
ing partners create elite solutions that will give your 
business the edge it needs to thrive. Visit our website at 
opticalphusion.com or give us a call at +1 (978) 393-5900 
to find out how our solutions can be your success! We’d 
love to hear from you!


